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 Experience Creating With and Teaching
Finale, Digital Performer, Pro Tools, Max/MSP, Jitter 

and Related Platforms

Dear Search Committee & Committee Chair Professor Lynn M. Hooker,

Thank you immensely for your interest in my work. I am delighted by the opportunity to share my 
experience using and teaching Finale, Digital Performer, Pro Tools, Max/MSP and Jitter.
As an active composer of computer music in many idioms, I have had numerous occasions to work 
with and to teach most music notation engraving programs, most DAWs, most interactive music 
platforms (such as Max/MSP and Pd) and most sound-synthesis programming environments (such as 
Csound and Supercollider). I also code small computer programs to aide in composition in C++, Java, 
and most recently in the scripting language Python.

Finale is crucial to my daily work as a composer and educator. As educator, I have taught Finale, as 
well as similar engraving programs (Sibelius, MuseScore, and SCORE), at the University level since 
1999, beginning as a teaching assistant at the Eastman Computer Music Center. Since that time, I have 
taught Finale both as a private instructor and at university. Currently at UCCS, I teach Finale within the
context of the undergraduate composition seminar (Mus2500/3500), as well as in studio composition 
lessons, and throughout the computer music classes I also teach, Mus2150 “Introduction to Computer 
Music” and Mus3200 “Advanced Computer Music Composition”. In addition to teaching how to use 
Finale as a music notation engraving program, I also encourage using Finale as a way to realize musical
scores from a MIDI composition, e.g., by importing MIDI data into the program which is rendered as a 
score which may then be edited. This procedure has proven immensely helpful to the video game 
composers in the Composition & Sound Design program here at UCCS.

Digital Performer and Pro Tools are among the most popular digital audio workstations with which I 
work and teach. Other DAWs that are widely in use, and which I also teach, are Ableton Live, FL 
Studio, Logic, Adobe Audition and Cubase. As a composer I use these software suites in my original 
electroacoustic music works, as well as environments in which to master and produce acoustic 
recordings of my and others’ works. When I teach Mus2150 or Mus3200, our Intro and Advanced 
computer music courses at UCCS, I emphasize that we learn techniques first, specific platforms 
second. From this perspective, students in my computer music classes become able to execute the same
editing or processing procedures in nearly any DAW currently in use. A major focus for many students, 
and therefore of my curricula, is the use of software extensions to Digital Performer and Pro Tools (and
others) known as VST Plugins. These software extensions collectively describe a vast ecosystem of 
software synthesizers and effects units that can be used within many current DAWs, such as Pro Tools. 
For the most part, the first course in our computer music sequence, Mus2150 “Introduction to 
Computer Music”, is focused on gaining expertise in Digital Performer and Pro Tools, and in other 
DAWs currently in use, or requested by students. We also begin introductions to real-time, interactive 
computer music composition in this course.
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Real-time, interactive electroacoustic compositions represent the flagship practices of my composing 
and teaching, and Max/MSP and Jitter are the foundational software environments for both. In terms of 
interactive music, I also work with and teach Pure Data, as well as Kyma, an amazing sound design 
environment whose workspace is similar to the Max/MSP workspace in many ways. Due to their 
powerful extensibility, Max/MSP, and the open source version Pure Data, constitute much of the 
Advanced Computer Music Composition, Mus3200, class here at UCCS. In addition to creating 
original works for live instruments with interactive computer-generated sound, we also create 
“standalone” compositions in Max/MSP that feature connections to data sonification practices, Internet 
of Things networks, as well as connections to nature and the surrounding natural environments. One 
fascinating implementation of Jitter we pursue together is the creation of “graphic” synthesizers, 
wherein students create software synthesizers in Jitter that “read” graphic images or videos in a variety 
of file formats, and in a variety of ways, too. Such graphic synths are immensely popular with the 
Sound Art students in our program, and through recent motion-capture projects here, Jitter has become 
the collaboration tool for several groups at UCCS over the last two years.

I have long experience creating with, and am very comfortable teaching Finale and other music 
engraving programs, with Digital Performer and Pro Tools and many other DAWs, and I am 
exceptionally dedicated as a teacher of interactive music performance and composition using Max/MSP
and Jitter, as well as several other interactive platforms in wide use in the field. In practice, each of 
these platforms, and types of platforms, are often used in connection with each other, and all together 
form the beginnings of a personal palette for composer and producer alike. As educator, the emphasis 
remains on the techniques and processes first, followed by implementation in the software.

Finally, as a teaching composer working in the field of electronic and computer music, I am keenly 
aware of issues surrounding access to many of these technologies. For example, Max/MSP is currently 
available for $59/year as an academic discount from the publisher’s site. Other audio programs, 
particularly some DAWs, can cost quite a bit more. In many cases, there are free, or open source, 
versions of this software. In the case of Max/MSP, Pure Data (Pd) is developed by Max/MSP author 
Miller S. Puckette, but is free to download and use as Open Source software. In this way, the Open 
Source Pd makes accessible the power and flexibility of Max/MSP to musicians who can not afford the 
commercial suite. Familiarity with Open Source or free versions of software can be critical to 
maintaining equity and access in and across our learning environments. Because of this, when there is a
robust, documented version of an engraving program or DAW, I believe it is important to incorporate 
this into the curriculum when feasible. Exciting future innovations in computer music are being 
nurtured today, and are based upon equal access to the tools and materials available.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I very much look forward to sharing more about my work, 
and to following up with any further questions or interests you may have.

Sincerely,

Jon Forshee,  Ph.D.
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